
HEINOUS – OUR FUTURE IS BUILT UPON THE ASHES OF THE PAST 

Heinous is one of the most promising Black Metal bands our country currently has to offer. Ever since 

the release of their first demo in 2019, the outfit spoke to my imagination. It was simply a matter of 

finding the right time to contact the band. The recently released “Netherworld ceremony” offered the 

right opportunity to talk to Heinous frontman P.F. Hraesvelg. (JOKKE) 

 

Ave. While eagerly awaiting the release of your first full-length, you decided to re-record some old songs 

with the addition of keyboards, from the hands of VJS. Back when live shows were still part of our 

normal lives, I spotted this American musician, known from notorious bands such as Nightbringer, 

Sargeist and Adaestuo, many times at gigs in Brussels. How was the pact between VJS and Heinous 

sealed? 

With more wine, darkness and hate for humanity. 

A keyboard is probably the most despised instrument in Black Metal. However, when used correctly, it 

can certainly add some extra layers and atmosphere. There was a time when bands even stated on their 

records that no keyboards were used in the recording process. Since a few years, they seem to be back 

and more appreciated then 10 to 15 years ago. Why didn’t you use keyboards since the beginning of 

the band? 

Generally speaking, we did not find it necessary to add keyboards. We want to create music that is odious, 

filled with darkness, rage and as dark as possible. Then, the opportunity arose to add keyboards on a piece 

of our 7” EP “Lucifer vult”, and it was perfectly composed and helped to deepen and accentuate the 

darkness of the soul of the piece, so it convinced us. 

On the inlay of the “Netherworld ceremony” LP, which contains newer renditions of some old songs, 

you stated that VJS also started creating more twisted melody lines on already existing songs from your 

demo. To me, it seems completely normal that songs are subject to change throughout the years, due 

to live performances or new band members having another style of playing. For you, it was apparently 

very important to also re-record them, although the songs are merely 2 years old. Why this decision to 

look back at the past instead of focussing on the future and writing new material?  

It was important for us to present these re-recorded offerings because now, the infamous identity of 

Heinous is really born! And the future of the band will be built upon the ashes of the past. 
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The second part of the “Netherworld ceremony” LP and tape contains some live tracks from your live 

ritual in Amstelveen on October 12, 2019, where your performed alongside Black Cilice, Wrang, 

Grafjammer and Häxenzijrkell. I must say that I was blown away by the energy of your performance! 

Your attitude on stage shows some parallels with Wraath (Mare, Darvaza, Ritual Death and many 

others), one of the best Black Metal front men of today’s scene. Was he of any inspiration to you? 

The current Norwegian scene is a great inspiration to me. I don’t particularly focus on one frontman or 

another. If I were to quote a frontman who was a revelation to me at the time, it would be Steingrim 

Torson (Celestial Bloodshed’s frontman who died in 2009; ADDERGEBROED), whose voice I found 

remarkable. 

Heinous is one of the many bands that labels live shows as rituals. The visual results are candles, skulls 

and incense that are being used. But for a live performance to be called a ritual, there is a need for 

something more substantial on a personal or emotional level as well, no? To you, what exactly is the 

difference between a regular concert and a ritual, and do you do some preparations to achieve a specific 

state of mind that is needed before you enter the stage? 

It is important for us to have this stage setup; it adds to the atmosphere and helps to deliver the darkness 

of our thoughts and dreams at this precise moment! As for me, I am extremely nervous before going on 

stage, but not anxious. Yet the fury, the hatred and the rage towards this despicable world that I, just as 

much as anyone, must control in my daily life takes over. I take a hundred steps and when I arrive on 

stage, it's my soul that is on display and not my flesh. The real me. 

 

(c) Maia Ali / ATLC 
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Funny anecdote: October 12 is my girlfriend’s birthday and October 13 is our relationship anniversary. 

To celebrate, we went to a B&B in Amstelveen and I told her there was this Black Metal show I wanted 

to attend. She went to bed early since she was not feeling well due to her pregnancy, so I went to the 

show, and the morning after I proposed to her, haha! It felt great to sneak in some Black Metal and 

darkness in between the romance since I guess I need both to lead a balanced life. Do darkness and the 

sinister side predominate your life or is there also some room left for love and romance? What things 

can help you cope with or make up a counterpart for all this darkness? 

I have an aversion to the plebs, with the exception of a very small number of people. I am disgusted by 

humanity. Darkness is my life. 

You have a sigil that states “Your darkness is our light” and “In fine enim est goria lux tenebris” (Latin 

for “Darkness at the end of the glory of light”). What is the idea behind these words? 

Humanity is full of sins. Darkness fills the world more than light. We show mankind how insignificant and 

destructive he is. Mankind is darkness, and they dominate the earth in order to escape into this darkness 

and to see it perish. 

In the lyrics of “Temples Fall”, you alter-

nate between using the word “Satan” 

and “Lucifer”. Where lies the difference 

between both for you? These phrases 

show hints of a satanic point of view. 

Are Left Hand Path-principles important 

for you or is it more of an anti-Christian 

or anti-religious statement? 

From an etymological point of view, 

Satan comes from Hebrew and means 

“enemy” whereas Lucifer is derived from 

Latin and means “the bearer of light”. 

Two names for the same person but 

taken from two monotheistic religions. 

Monotheistic religions are the worst 

thing in the world. This is proven to us by 

a number of historical examples, revea-

ling that man is nothing more than a 

monster, like Saturn devouring his 

children! We do all this because of different opinions, for money, for power. Man destroys, rapes, burns, 

tortures,... Mankind is the enemy, it is Satan himself. 

According to Acherontas’ mainman Acherontas V. Priest, “Black Metal without philosophy is an empty 

womb”. Do you agree? 

I completely agree. And that’s the part of this style that seduces me: it’s not only a musical style, but also 

a way of being, of acting. 
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Heinous features Lord Sabathan of legendary Enthroned fame on bass guitar. When I spoke to him a 

while ago for a Sabathan interview, he explained his aversion for the occult and orthodox movement 

within Black Metal and that Black Metal for him was a rock ‘n roll attitude first and foremost. Do you 

all share the same view on this? VJS, for example, seems to adhere more to the occult, no? 

It’s true that Sabathan is not a big fan of orthodox Black Metal, which we don’t play and I think is boring! 

We make a rather occult Black Metal and above all, we want power and our will is that the world feels our 

hatred for it when listening to our music. This pleased VJS as much as Sabathan. Powerful music without 

concessions, a tank to crush the world we know. 

Heinous is a band with members who are also active in many other acts. What was the main reason for 

you to start Heinous? Was there a certain feeling or urge that was not satisfied by playing in other 

bands? Why not dedicate all energy and focus to one band? 

Heinous was born of the old friendship between Sagittarius and me. I had no band at the time, and he 

already played in Slaughter Messiah. We both wanted to do some very obscure music together. We 

started discussing ideas and searched for other members to join us. We immediately thought of 

T.Exhumator and Sabathan for the second guitar and bass, and they both accepted on the condition that 

the music and ideas suited them. It was the same for Pz.Kpfw, who joined us on drums. So, we did a first 

rehearsal, and everyone was excited afterwards. And so, Heinous was born. 
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If I’m not mistaken, Sabathan is quite a few years older compared to the other members. Is there an 

advantage of having a scene veteran in the ranks and do you sometimes notice a different view on 

certain things between him and the rest due to belonging to another generation? 

Yeah, that’s right, he’s the oldest one in the band. I wouldn’t say it’s an advantage; I don’t think an older 

or younger age should be seen as an advantage or a disadvantage. On the other hand, it is very interesting 

because he has his experience to share with us, as well as a certain way of working that is specific to him. 

At the same time, each member of the band has something to bring to the table. Heinous is a monstrous 

entity with six heads, and it can only exist like this. 

I recently contributed to an article about Belgian Black Metal in the Dutch Gonzo Circus magazine. The 

overarching conclusion was that there is no such thing as one strong Black Metal scene in Belgium, but 

that it is geographically scattered or centred around certain labels. One of those labels is Medieval 

Prophecy Records with whom you work as well. What is your view on this? 

It’s funny how mankind analyses things. I don’t agree. To me, the Belgian Black Metal scene is in good 

shape: it is present and there is more and more proof of the answer to your question. It is not because we 

are scattered all over Belgium that the scene does not exist. On the contrary, it is there, well present and 

it shows pugnacity. For Caesar, the Gauls existed and it was hard to defeat them because of the large 

number of tribes in our regions, yet he did not say that we did not exist. 

 

(c) Maia Ali / ATLC 
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I have the impression that today’s scene in Brussels, with bands as Saqra’s Cult, Possession, and Heinous 

among others is quite strong and close. In this Gonzo article, Jeremie Bezier (Emptiness, ex-Enthroned) 

stated that the live shows organised by A Thousand Lost Civilisations and a venue like Magasin 4 have 

been of uttermost importance for Brussel’s Black Metal scene, and that both ignited the spark for many 

Black Metal musicians. Is this also true for Heinous? 

This is not the case for Heinous. it had been a long time since Sagittarius and I wanted to found a band 

together, but we had to find the right musicians with the same values and the same objectives. 

Luckily, Magasin 4, the Mecca of Black Metal culture in Brussels, is saved after many years of 

uncertainty, and the new Magasin 4 concert hall will be located on a site at the corner of Avenue du 

Port and Rue de l'Entrepôt. What good memories do you have related to the old venue? 

A lot of good memories. But If I had to choose one great experience to relive an, I would pick all Nidrosian 

Black Mass editions. 

If I’m not mistaken, Heinous did not perform on Belgian soil yet. Is there a specific reason for this? 

This is not for a specific reason, but simply because we did not receive any concert proposals so far. 

In the meantime, you are working on a first full-length. Is there something you can already share about 

this release? 

Yes, we’re working on our first full-length. All music is written, and we will be heading towards the studio 

to record it soon. 

 

This interview is published on www.addergebroed.comp on April 19, 2021 
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